
1. What about WVCW’s mission excites you and/or
what made you decide to join our Board of Directors?

I strive to live according to my values and one of my
big ones is a concept called right livelihood. 
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This refers to how we view work, the type of work we do and the attitudes we
hold around it. It's a daily practice to see work as a desire to contribute
meaningfully to your community and that's exactly what I see happening at
WVCW, so that excites me!

2. What is the value that you see in 2022 and 2023’s focus on suicide
prevention education and outreach?

I grew up in Wallowa County and while I experienced a lot of challenges
around things like poverty, family violence and abuse, substance use, and
mental health issues, the unique spirit and support of this community made a
big difference for me personally. I learned a lot of lessons about integrity,
work ethic, reputation, and most importantly the strength it takes to reach
out and ask for help (and how many folks are just waiting to help!).

I was a young person in Wallowa County when suicide first touched my life
and regrettably over the years, I have lost several dear friends to suicide. In
each of these losses, I have found my way back to hope. And I think that is
the other really special thing that WVCW does. The people and the
programs at WVCW highlight and illuminate that hope in a way that works
for each individual that reaches out for help. 
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Melyssa (Mel) Sharp joined WVCW's Board of Directors in February of 2022. She
grew up in Wallowa County, attending school in Enterprise before residing in
Central Oregon and Portland and finally returning to the county with her
husband, David, in 2020. Mel has career experience leading sales and marketing
teams around international commercial agriculture and in non-profit direct
service including working in a DV/SA shelter in Central Oregon.  
She is passionate about social and restorative justice, preventative education
and language & supporting transformational change and healthy communities. 



WVCW has dedicated 2022 & 2023 to suicide prevention education and outreach externally, but internally, we
are dedicating 2022 & 2023 to staff wellness and FUN! For our May All-Staff meeting, I put together a
presentation regarding the awareness and prevention of staff burn-out. One of the things we discussed was
building neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity is the ability of the brain to physiologically change due to our
experiences. Building positive experiences heightens the ability for the brain to develop neuroplasticity,
therefore building psychological resilience. Think of it as a positive workout for your brain muscles. But, how do
you do that?

One way to develop your brain muscles is through exercise. In a study published in the April 2022 issue of
Medicine & Science in Sport & Exercise, researchers investigated the neuroplasticity that occurs
following a high-intensity interval training (HIIT) exercise in healthy older adults. The study looked at ed 42
healthy older individuals (average age = 66 years) who completed a 23-minute bout of HIIT (alternating three-
minute bouts of high- and low-intensity) or seated rest. The researchers discovered that neuroplasticity
increased following the HIIT exercises as compared to resting or sedentary adults. There is also accumulating
evidence for the benefits of even a single session of aerobic exercise to enhance motor learning and
neuroplasticity in young adults as well.

The study also reports that typical aging is accompanied by decreases in neuroplasticity, which has been
associated with poorer coordination, fine motor control and motor learning. Therefore, it is important to
understand that acute aerobic exercise could be used to ameliorate these age-related decreases in our brains
across the lifespan.

It is now July in Wallowa County, one of my very favorite months not only due to the warmer weather and the
rodeo but, a contentedness I find when exercising outside. I often comment to others that I not only feel better
when I get out there but, I also feel more centered and less stressed. After learning about neuroplasticity and
resilience, it makes sense that building that positive experience through exercise builds positive brain muscle,
aka neuroplasticity.

If you come to the new Hearts for Health building and you take a stroll on the walking path, don’t be surprised if
you see a new basketball hoop on the south side of the building, corn hole, sidewalk chalk, and other fun things
to increase your brain muscles! Enjoy the summer!!

QPR Class
Question. Persuade. Refer. Learn the three steps
anyone can take to help prevent suicide. August
11, 6:00 - 7:30 pm at the Hearts for Health
Integrated Care Center. Register on Eventbrite.

Grief Recovery Support Groups
This support group uses an evidence-based grief
recovery method, which has been effective in
helping grievers deal with the pain of emotional
loss in any relationship. Thursdays from 5-7 pm
at the Hearts for Health Integrated Care
Center. 

Please visit our website at
wvcenterforwellness.org for more information
and call 541-426-4524 to get on the sign-up lists
or to register for classes.
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Upcoming Classes & Events

Developing Neuroplasticity at Any Age
BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,  CHANTAY JETT

Suicide Prevention Luminary Vigil 
In honor of World Suicide Prevention Day,
bags decorated by community members
affected by suicide will be displayed at the
Wallowa County Courthouse at dusk on
September 10. Open to the public. 

Bags will be distributed to local businesses
in August to take and decorate and will be
available at the Hearts for Health
Integrated Care Center. 



These past three months
have been an interesting
time for Supported
Employment. We love
learning how we can best
serve those who we work
with. This summer, I am
writing about what an
advocate is and how a
Supported Employment
Specialist can help to
advocate on your behalf. An
advocate carries many
different meanings,
depending on the situation. 

When you enroll in
Supported Employment you
will have an advocate that
will address the barriers that
are holding you back from
your goals. Do you feel
unsure about how to
navigate getting the medical
care you need to return to
work following an injury?
Some people feel that they
need help understanding
exactly what they need
medically to return as a good
employee. This can cause
fear about the thought of
employment. 

the wellness cornerDo You Need 
an Advocate? 
This is where an advocate
steps in. An advocate can help
by being with you to speak to
your doctor and to help with a
second set of ears to develop
a better understanding of
what kind of treatment is
needed. An advocate can also
help rebuild your reputation
within the community by
guiding you on how to speak
to potential employers and
then speaking on your behalf,
if needed. One of the
definitions of an advocate is,
“one who actively assists,
defends, pleads, prosecutes,
speaks, writes, or otherwise
supports the cause of
another”. Our goal in
Supported Employment is for
you to succeed in your goals
of what recovery means to
you, and to support you in
becoming successful in
everything you do. 

If you feel that you need the
support of an advocate, don’t
wait any longer and please
reach out to us. 

Call us at 541-426-4524 and
ask about Supported
Employment. We would love
to help you find your career
and provide the support you
need in getting there. 

Stress is a part of everyday life. But too
much stress can take a toll on our minds
and bodies. Feeling stressed for long
periods of time can lead to depression,
increased anxiety, and even physical
symptoms, like body aches. One simple
way to manage stress? Spending time in
nature — or forest bathing. 

Forest bathing or “absorbing the forest
atmosphere," encourages people to
simply spend time in nature — no actual
bathing required. It’s also very low
impact, which means it doesn't require
intense trail runs or hikes. The goal of
forest bathing is to live in the present
moment while immersing your senses in
the sights and sounds of a natural
setting.

Here are some mental and physical
benefits of forest bathing:

-Mindfulness-When we enjoy nature, we
are also turning off worry and obsessive
thinking. Our senses are heightened
hence suspending judgment and
focusing on the “now.”

-Immunity-Plants and trees emit a
substance called Phytoncide. Its anti-
microbial properties can influence
immunity. Breathing in forest air
increases the cells in our blood that our
body uses to combat infections and
cancers.

-Stress reduction-Research shows that
forest bathing reduces stress hormones
such as adrenaline and noradrenaline in
our bodies. It also helps those
experiencing not just a temporary
stressful situation but chronic stress.
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www.verywellmind.com

BY WILLIAM WEISZ

https://healthy.kaiserpermanente.org/southern-california/health-wellness/health-encyclopedia/he.stress-management.rlxsk
https://thrive.kaiserpermanente.org/thrive-together/live-well/7-surprising-ways-stress-can-affect-your-body
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Wallowa Valley Center for Wellness
PO Box 268
Enterprise, OR 97828

Please join us on September 24 as we
raise critical funds for our mission work -
bringing hope to those who are struggling.
This year we will provide you with the
option to attend either virtually or in
person. Stay tuned for more information
on how you can participate. For now, save
the date! You won't want to miss out.

We're going to keep you posted on the fun
we have in store for this year's fundraising
benefit over the coming weeks, so be sure
to check your email for more information
as we get closer to the event!

Thank you for supporting Wallowa Valley
Center for Wellness and helping us
support others in achieving their most
important wellness goals. We look
forward to seeing you on September 24 at
6:00 PM PST.

Interested in being a sponsor? 
Have a cool experience for our online
auction? Please call Amy and Tosca at
541-426-4524 x1031.

Save the date!


